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Buy some time…why?

-No USCG approved systems yet
-What if your “favourite” system fails for USCG approval
-Try another system next SS ?
-There is no “one size fits all” system
-Some systems cannot serve certain vessel types
-First USCG approved system might be UV systems     
something that is useless on bulk carriers, tankers, 
dredgers,…
-No systems out there with a proven track record.
-A wrong system choice will have huge impact on vessel 
operations leading to huge claims from charterers, 
ports,detentions,…



Postpone as long as possible?

-How?
-Belgian flag allowing de-harmonization of IOPP survey
-Liberian flag, Hong Kong,…others will follow
-PSC issues due to non harmonized certificates?
-Changing the date of SS cycle is always possible but
not always preferable
-It gives the Owner another 5 years but beware for 
USCG changes!
-What if after 4 or 5 USCG approved systems are 
available USCG is not granting exemptions any more? 
Than it will not be IOPP survey counting but next DD due 
date.



Advantages of installing in 2017

-Built up own expertise
-Differentiate your fleet 
-Commercial advantage not (yet) present
-Avoid possible lack of supply in 2018…
-Testing samples to proof functionality
-Some ports might refuse vessels without BWTS
-Funding might be easier
-Big rebates for the moment as makers want to position 
themselves in the market. 
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Own experiences 

-We have following systems on board already:

-6 vessels with Techcross (electrolysis without filter)
-2 vessels with Panasia (UV)
-2 vessels with Headway  (Electrocatalysis)
-4 vessels Alfa Laval (UV)
-1 Chemical system (JFE)
-5 systems from RWO in warehouse…

-3D scanning in progress and engineering new lines,…
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Trouble free?

Chemical systems
Charterers are not used to pay for chemicals…
Handling (liquid) or granulate will increase operating cost

Electrolysis system
In fresh water ports you need 2% of seawater to operate
the system, might affect loading capacity, brine from FW 
generator?...But low electrical consumption…

UV systems
For bulk carriers not suitable due to high power 
demand.UV lamps replacement, small filter 20µm,…
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Ozone systems
Maintenance and operation complicated, negative 
feedback due to complexity of the system. 

Inert gas systems
No filter required but IG gas lift diffusor goes into the 
ballast tank. For heavy weather ballast holds no real 
solution yet. High operating cost (fuel consumption), 
expensive ( PV valves, additional trunks,…) but can be a 
solution on some vessel types.
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Resume

-USCG versus IMO 
-MEPC 70 last week (even worse now !)
-MEPC 71 May 2017…
-be prepared but don’t bet on one system only
-consider to exclude US trading
-filter fine mesh 20 to 50 micron…
-makers service network
-operation costs (UV – chemicals –electro chlorination)
-…
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